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What a perfect niqht for a Hash

Sunset after leavinq the Forrest lnn

The weather was perfect for a great hash, the sun just setting, the breeze light and the
temperature a balmy 22 degrees.
Many thanks to the Argles for a great hash, but it was definitely the "Hash of Two beards"
as was heard at the Hash Hush!!!!!!
The "Long beard" hash: - Long, long and very long, High, Low, Wet and Boggy, oh and did
I mention Long, it must qualify as the longest hash since the "infamous" spring hash at
Crazywell. '

And the "Short beard" hash: - along the river with a few ups and downs.

All that being said it must qualify as one of the most spectacular hashes for some time the
scenery bathed in late evening sun was stunning. The route starting out going down the Dart
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then climbing to the top of the ridge before heading back down to and crossing the river,
climbing up to the top of the ridge on the far side of the Dart and finally down past "Pixie's
Halt" to finish.

Hash hero's: -

. Nipple Deep and Ernie were the only two hash members to complete the entire hash
including the extra-long "Longs" loop at the top of Snider Park Plantation. They made
it to the Forrest lnn just before it shut!!!!

Hash Comments: -

"There smells like something dead here" as we climbed out of the river, but no long
dead Hasher was found.
"Peter may have had his eyes fixed but there are no straight lines on this hash the
route goes everywhere"

Hash notes to Ponder:-

Brexit:- lf we leave the EU without a deal the price of flour may under WTO rules
rocket. lt is rumoured that the GM has an illicit stash of high grade Hareing Flour
hidden ready for just such an emergency!!!!
There are also dark rumours that a secret Hash subcommittee has been set up to
design, build and test Flour substitutes as and when our secret store is depleted.
Brexit again, when we leave the EU the forces of Mebyon Kernow may mobilise and
join the Scots to form an EU offshoot forcing the UK govt to build a Trump wall along
the Tamar thus removing 50% of the best Hashing grounds in the west country.
Virtual hash:- To get away from all that cold and wet and shiggyness we could have
virtual hash, held in the pub we can sit around in the warm and putting on our
headsets run across the moor in total virtual reality. The hare would be happy as no
course to lay on that wet winter afternoon and the hash would be happy sat in the
warm with no kit to wash afterwards. Your thoughts O

Congratulations to Ruth and Kev who are getting married on Saturday and in fact will be
married when this mag is published-
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